
BEST
SELLER

MODEL + ENGINE POWER
MONSTER 150 TWIN (SD90XL/22+P150/2×5,5kW) 

MONSTER SERIES COMBINATIONS

MONSTER SERIES SHREDDERS 

MONSTER SERIES
PROPERTIES

THE MONSTER is a hybrid machine consisting of a P150 TWIN POWER PRE-SHREDDER combined with 
the SD90XL series shredder. It is synonymous with the efficient shredding of a wide variety of pallets, 
styrofoam, plastics, waste and electrical appliances.

The pre-shredder is positioned above the shredder to help reduce the volume of the fed material before 
it continues its way to the shredder. The main advantage of the Monster shredder is its high productivity 
for shredding larger bulky materials.
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ROTOR
A carefully designed rotor with
a tailored number of knives 
made of high quality steel en-
sures aggressive material in-
take and maximum producti-
vity.

SIEVE
The sieve made of Hardox® 450, 
in various sizes and shapes, has 
the function of final reduction 
of the introduced material.

SLATTED KNIVES
Reinforced slatted knives with 
patent P-201800051 for op-
timum shredding and maxi-
mum impact.

WOOD PALLETS PLASTICS STYROFOAM

PUSHER
The hydraulic pusher, which 
pushes the material towards 
the rotor, ensures a con-
trolled process and optimum 
shredding of the introduced 
material.



MONSTER 150 TWIN POWER
Power (kW) 30 + 11
Rotor diameter (mm)  270/355
Rotor working length (mm) 870/1580
Rotor speed (rpm) 6+95
Filling opening (mm) 2072 x 1070
Shredding opening (mm) 1560 x 800
Technology hybrid (2 shafts + 1 shaft)
Circuit protection 32A-80A

Material pallets, styrofoam, electronic devices, 
car bumpers

Sieve openings (mm) 10/15/30/40/50
Capacity *** (wood pallets/h) up to 60
Weight (kg) 4200 ****

ADVANTAGES
 shredding capacity up to 60 pallets/hour
 easy maintenance
 low operating costs
 high productivity
 heavy-duty gearbox 
 upgrade with PERSONALIZED HOPPER*
     * optional equipment
     ** 24 months or 2000 hours warranty (whichever comes first)

TECHNICAL DATA

  *** Depending on the material and dimensions of the pallets
**** SD 90 XL +  interface + P150 TWIN POWER with hopper

MONSTER SERIES SHREDDERS

SIMPLE
MAINTENANCE

MONSTER 150 
twin power
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2 year
WARRANTY

**


